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Tomasson D·oes It Again .
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3 GAs F1red for Releas1ng Gr!3~8tuBRARY

Once again! three GA's have bee.n fi.r~
from the. sociOlogy department; th!s tu~e
for reveahng GA grades to. students m their
classe~;>.befor.e Professor R1chard Tomasson
authorized fmal grades.
Larry Weiss, Lucia Montague and Lynda
Hun~ertmark were dismisE;ed from their
positiOns yesterday morning by Tomasson.
Giving Grades Verbally
Tomasson claimed he had tc;>ld the GA's
he had al!ked them not to g1ve students
their grades verbally and in a~ lea~t one
memo. ''Last Monday was the ftrst time he
said not to return the grades. By that time,
severAl of us already had,'' said Weiss.
"He has no right to tell us we c3:n't
reveal to our students what our evaluation
of them is," Weiss said.
Two other GA's were given warning
altho~gh they were not fired. Judy
Peloqum and Bob Daby also returned the

grades to their classes, Weiss said he did not
know why ther~ was a difference in
treatment by Tomasson.
•
"If our rights are not vindicated,
through the proper channels and as
specified in the faculty handbook, we will
take our appeal to the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure," Weiss
said.
No Specifications
"Tomasson claimed we did not comply
with an agreement we signed,"
Hundertmark said. The agreement actually
made no specifications concerning the
revealing of grades to students. Weiss did
not sign the agreement.
"After the GA's returned the grades to
the students," said Michael Swetnam, a
sociology 101 student, "different people
went to· Tomasson to discuss their grades,
and that's how he found out about it."

"He didn't want to see us, but under
pressure, he met with a couple of us,"
Swetnam said.
Dean Nathaniel Wollman has agreed to
meet with some students today at 3:30
p.m. in his office, Swetnam said.
wrhe students are very, very upset,
Before we hadn't felt the harm now we
see th~ difference in grading. If nothing
comes from the meeting with Wollman, we
will probably boycott the sociology c;:lasses.
It all depends on what Wollman says,"
Swetnam said.
At this point Wollman would make no
comment. "I h;ven't had the opportunity
to talk with Tomasson. It would be
premature for me to say anything right
now," he said.
'No Power Yet'
Jim Gambone, president of the newly •

J

formed Graduate Employe's Union, sa1d
although the organization is "agaim;t the
firing," no immediate action will be taken.
11
Basically, we have no power yet," he said.
Gambone is planning to contact the
GA's from the department to learn the
details for the Dec. 15 meeting of the
organization,
George Springer, dean of the graduate
school, would make no comment. Springer,
mediator in the original reinstatement of
three GA's fromthesociologydepartment,
said he is Hwaiting to see whether they
appeal to me. I'm really sorry that we have
problems. I thought we had come to an
understanding."
Tomasson would make no i'emarks other
than to say that the discussion classes
"would be met."
·
Weiss was the only one of the three who
had not been fired by Tomasson before.
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Concert 'Tickets Sold Above Contract Rate
$270.50 Extra Netted, But Diamond Show Loses Money
By JOHN HOLMES
Over 500 people who attended
the Neil Diamond concert Friday
night were overcharged for their
tickets.
The contract between the
ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee and Northwest
Releasing Inc. of Seattle,
promoters of the concert,
stipulated that tickets would be
sold for $5, $4.50 and $4, with a
50 cent discount for UNM
students.

Tickets were actually sold for
$5.50, $5, $4.50 and $4.
P r ices p u b l i s he d in an
advertisement in The Lobo were

$5.50, $5 and $4.50, with a· 50
discount for students.
In all, 541 paid for the $5.50
tickets. This accounted for an
overage in ticket sales of $270.50.
Tim Padilla, a member of the
Popular Entertainment
Committee, yesterday said the
error was not noticed until
Wednesday.
An emergency meeting of the
committee was called for Friday.
At that meeting, the committee
decided to keep the money in case
someone asked for it.
Padilla and Tom Hogg, assistant
to Director of Student Activities~
Karen Abraham, said it was later

decided to turn the money over to
the promoters.
Padilla said, "If somebody asks
for their money back, they don,t
have a leg to stand on. There's no
way to get it back now. I don,t
know how anyway."
Mike Conway, chairman of the
Pop u 1 ar Entertainment
Committee, went to the UNM •
New Mexico State game in Las
Cruces, his roommate said and
was unavailable for comment.
An audit of the gross receipts
was conducted after the concert
Friday night by John R.
Earnshaw, assistant comptroller.
No other discrepancies were

found.
Ticket agent for Northwest
Releasing, Ken Gattas, said after
the audit Diamond was pajd
$15,000, he (Gattas) took $300
and Conway took $1000,
apparently to cover the cost of
renting Johnson Gym for the
concert and to withhold the
excess money.
Gattas said Northwest
Releasing lost $3000 on the
concert.

"l think the <:omtnittee Mted
wisely," Gattas said. He said any
othP.r action bv the committee
would have resulted in
cance11ation of the conc;:ert. ''I

think the promoter would have
pulled the show seeing that the
only people making money w~;>rc
Neil and the school."
Ken White, ASUNM president,
said he felt the mix·up was an
"honest mistake" and it would be
"inequitable" to return the
money to people who might come
in and ask for a refund.
Instead, White said, ''we will
attempt to keep th.- monPy her(!
and provide a service to the
students." He suggested a dance.
White, Padilla and Hogg all
ag.reed it would be impossible to
return the tnonl:!y since not
everyone wm have kept theit
ticket stubs.

As In Love-- Timing Is Critical

SovietsP/ay'Matc.hmaker' for China, U.S.
,. By DUCHESS SMITH
Don aid S. Zagoria,
speaking on the Sino ·
Soviet conflict; said the
new relationship
between the United
States and Communist
China is based on the
need for a balance of
power against the Soviet
Union.
The director of the
Research Institute on
Modern Asia for Ci.ty
University of New
York, Hunter College
said, "Our relations
with China have been
frozen for the past 20
years. We have fought
each other in Korea and
indirectly in Vietnam.
The relationship has
been a source of
unhappiness for 'both
countries and in
international affairs."
Timing Crucial
Zagoria said that in
world politics, as in
love, timing may be of
crucial importance.
"In the last decade
the Chinese have held
out their hand to the
United States several
times only to be
rebuffed by our
representatives," said
Zagoria. "In the early
days of the Kennedy
administration our
government tried to
conciliate but the

Chinese refused. For the
first time in the last 20
years both sides are now
interested.
Zagoria said the
matchmaker in this new
relationship is the
Soviet Union and there
should be no doubt on
this score.
"When President
Nixon was elected they
felt they could deal
with a President who
had built his career on
tough talk against the
Soviet Union," he said.
"Here was a man with
whom they could do
business."
Russians Threatening
Ma o T se Tung
realized that it was not
the Yankee imperialists
but the Russians who
were threatening his
country. The Brezhnev
Doctrine stated that the
Soviet Union had the
right to interfere with
any c 0 m m u n is t
government.
"Now the Nixon
administration is aware
of the Soviet missile
build up," said Zagoria.
"They have been
building up ever since
the Cuban Crisis in
1962 . This meant for
the first time a situation
of strategic parity. The
only way for the United
States to cope with this
H ·

·

·

·

Donald S. Zagoria
is to build up a balance Nixon's own trip to
of power with overtures China.
to China.,
Zagoria stated several
1o ng range considZagoria said Nixon erations about the new
started symbolically relations. First, China is
referring to China as the very concerned with the
Pe o p 1e 's Republic of ever increasing power of
China, the United States the Japanese. China is
started sending ping preoccupied with
pong players over there. m o d ern i z at ion 1
the meetings between population problems, an
Chou En Lai and Henry agrarian society, etc.
Kissinger, and now They could rely on. the

help of the United
States to solve these
problems. China is
ready and <JNants. to .jo!n
the ranks of the great
powers.
Zagoria pointed out
the United States must
consider that a stable
and peaceful Asia will
only be established with
the help of China. No
one can talk about a
lasting peace in Asia
without some type of
political settlement with
China. He said an
incorporated China with
the rest of the Asian
nations is safer than an
is o 1ate d one. The
United States must also
worry about the rising
economical and political
power of Japan.
A True Alliance
Zagoria said several
conflicts must be solved
before the United States
and China can ever
achieve a true alliance.
There is the problem of
American military bases
in Asia on the Chinese
borders, the problem of
the future status of
r a i wan with its
American rn iii tary
bases, the Chinese desire
to become the top
power, and the Chinese
contributions to many
revolutions in Asia.
M a 0 T s e Tung

himself said that it
could take China until
the year 2000 to
b e c o m c a major
eco no mica! power.
Japan could go nuclear
in the next three years
in. the opinion of
Zagoria.
Zagoria said that
there are other powers
in Asia and that China is
not really as strong as
many people believe.
''The Chinese want
some indication we
dontt want to direct
military and economic
affairs against them,"
said Zagoria.
Realistic Understanding
"Now . the United
States will have to
develop a Chinese
policy. Most of all this
new relationship offers
the leaders of both
countries a way to free
misconceptions about
each other and have a
realistic understanding
of fears and ambitions.
Russia is offering itself
to other Asian countries
as an alternative ·to
China," he said.
"This new balance of
power could help turn
Asia a way !rom its
global cold war
problems and help it to
concentrate on its
internal problems,'' said
Zagoria.

Dept. Faculty Favors New Program·
editorial

World

Entertainment Group Irresponsible

News

A substantial number of tickets for the
Neil Diamond concert Friday night were
sold at prices higher than those written into
the contract.
Such an event seems to be a case of gross
ineptness. Advertising for the concert was
incorrect. The tickets were printed
incorrectly. The ticket sellers were not told
the correct prices.
'rhe mistake was discovered early Friday,
and the Popular Entertainment Committee
decided to keep quiet about it. This action is
more disturbing than the price errors. It

By MARK SANCHEZ
A phase - i ~~, phase · out
dilemna faces the faculty of the
School of Business &
Administrative Sciences (B&AS)
now di~CUB~ing a· new bachelors
degree program.
In a meeting last Thursday
night members of B&AS faculty
came out, in a straw vote, in favor
of having a bachelors program.
Also discussed was the mission of
sucha program. Outlined was a
preliminary statement of program
details.
Part of the statement discussed
dealt with students needing
bachelor's level training for New
Mexico business' needs: "It is
recognized that after graduation
most of these graduates will leave
the state of New Mexico to
assume junior positions in
administration, teaching and
research."
Typical Business
The section of the B&AS goals
statement most prominently

indicates a basic lack of responsibility
toward the public being charged the
'incorrect prices.
lly United Press International
Attempts should have been made
publically at that time to correct the error,
and refunds made at the door.
The Popular Entertainment Committee
OSLO, Norway-Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin,
members in taking this secretive action have
stricken
with influenza during his Scandinavian tour, will cut
been derelict in their responsibility in the
short
his
Norwegian visit by one day, the Norwegian Foreign
administration of student funds. Any future
Ministry
said
Monday.
contracts negotiated under their jurisdiction
Kosygin
will
fly' back to Moscow Wednesday instead of
should be much more carefully supervised.
Thursday as scheduled, the ministry said.
Despite his illness, if his condition does not deteriorate,
Kosygin will hold two rounds of political talks with
Norwegian Prime Minister Trygve Bratelli Tuesday.
Kosygin cancelled all engagements Monday after' Russian
and Norwegian doctors examined him and found that he
suffered from influenza.

l(osygin Ill, Tour Shortened.

bema.........___ _ _ __
Delegate Views Conference Aims
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win our constitutional rights of
controlling our own Jives. Our
fight shows its strength as we
challenge the constitutionality of
every states' abortion laws and
return self-determination to
women. The womenvs.Calit'omia
class action suit challenging the
,_!!!>p_stj~!l~.i9n11U.t~.. ,Pf .. thl!., stat!).[;' .
abort10n laws will be f1led m
mid·January. California now has·
over 1000 cO·plaintiffs.

Progressive Change

•

-

Another Program
Since the old bachelors
program was in the process of
being phased out, it became
necessary to come up with
another program. One problem
discuJ;sl)d at the meeting was the
logistics problem of the number
of qualified instructors necessary
to carry out the new bachelors
program,
With the old program, Caplen
explained, an instructor shortage
of 16 teachers would exist. With
the new program a t!lacher
shortage of nine would resist. He
said this problem would hopefully
be eliminated over a period of

I

RAVENNA, Ohio (UPI)- Two
prosecution witnesses Monday
failed to identify Mary Belen
Nicholas, one of three women to
be tried in the 1970 Kent State
University disorders, as being in
the crowd that interfered with
firemen the night the campus
ROTC building was set on fire.
Stephen Sivulich, first
prosecution witness called,
tes ti fled under questioning of
special prosecutor James Primm
Jr., that he could not identify
Nicholas.
Sivulich said he was an assistant
director in the Kent State
Department of Student Conduct,
May 2, 1970, the night the ROTC

building was burned in the
disorders that ended two days
later with the shooting deaths of
four students by National
Guardsmen.
Sivulich described the actions
of the crowd that night, but
admitted he could not identify
Nicholas as being among the
demonstrators. Collin Bicheler, a
local volunteer, also testified he
did not see Nicholas at the fire
scene.
The state next asked the
Portage County Court
stenographer to read from her
transcript of Nicholas's testimony
before the grand jury that
indicted her. The defense

objected, claiming she had not
been advised of her rights before
she testified to the grand jury. A
hearing on the motion was
continued until Tuesday.
Nicholas, 21, of Akron, Ohio, a
sophomore at Kent State, is being
tried on charges of interfering
with a fireman at the scene of a
fire, a misdemeanor.

time.
The new program is broke11
into three sections. The first
section entitled "General
Education" is directed at first
year students; "Management tools
and. Environment'' intended for
the sophomore and junior level,
and ''Applications in Business
Decision Making," aimed
primarily at Senior level business
students.
The program will consist of 126
hours for bachelor degree
students, if it is adopted, and will
offer 15 hours of electives in the
senfor year. Described as a "model
program contingent on
resources," the new program is
hoped to be unstructured enough
to allow students to determine
specialized area of business
training they would choose to
receive,
Money-Accreditation
Caplen pointed out the
problem of accreditation, nqting,
if more hours were integrated, the
proposed program accreditation
might become an indefinite
commodity in the school of
business. "We want to offer a
worthwhile program capable of
meeting accreditation standards,"
he said,
Priorities were brought up by
ASUNM President Ken White who

responded to the question of
funding the new program. He fiaid
priorities have. to be placed,
"before we talk money.'' Caplen
noted the department "wanted to
continue a respectable. program."
Money and accreditation will
figure into the decision to adopt
the new program which will
require the consent of entire
faculty before it takes effect.
Money ancl accreditation will
figure into the decision to adopt
the' new program which will
require the consent of entire
faculty before it takes effect.
The problem of phasing in the
new program while phasing out
the old, will also be discussed. It
was noted at the Thursday
meeting any undergraduate
program w?uld have to be
accredited before graduate level
programs can be.
The B&AS faculty is expected
to discuss the ramifications of the
proposed program Friday at their
regular faculty meeting. An
extension of the meeting could
possibly occur Saturday if the
problems to be discussed are not
resolved.
The Board of Regents will meet
Monday at UNM and the
bachelors degree in the School of.
Busin.ess and Administrative
Sciences is on the agenda.

hlte F~ntt Farm
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Potvell Confirmed with 1 Dissent

"Oil, yes, Mr. Johnson, your book is doing very well- we have it over on the ronumti£
fiction shelves."

letters.

The pressure was directed at
the business faculty, Dean Robert
Rehder, the Board of Educational
Finance and state legislators.

Witnesses Fail to Identify Student Defendant

.I

CAPE KENNEDY-The Air Force Monday clamped total
secrecy around the failure of a spy satellite rocket and the
space agency delayed indefinitely its launch of an identical
booster until the Air Force issues an investigation report.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) had planned to launch an Intelsat 4 international
communications satellite Monday night. A spokesman said
the delay could last several days or even weeks.
NASA does not want to risk its $16 million Atlas - Centaur
rocket until engineers are confident their Atlas first stage
does not have the defect which led to the destruction of the
military Atlas Agena rocket Saturday.

·-_ .!

Opposition to the dropping of the
then Bachelor of Business (BBA)
degree by an ad hoc student
committee.

New Kent State Trial Underway

·Clamp Put on Rocket Data

By VIVIAN ABELES
Washington, D.C., Canada,
For the second time in the Sweden, France, and Germany,
history of this country woman from over 250 organizations and
have taken to the streets to make from all walks of life came
a specific demand on this together and voted to launch a
government. On November 20, nationally coordinated campaign
1971 we were 2000 strong to repeal all abortion laws, repeal
marching in the streets of San all restrictive contraceptive laws
--~~
ra nc_i s,_c<>.!_..~upport~~. ~¥. ov_':!: __ . ~n_<t, .~.l1, cL_ppt~.!i~~~--o.LJ<?!'<l!c!.
·
oOOO s1sters m Waslimgfon;-D.u. stenhzat10n.
and internatilmal demonstrations
As a major part of the
in Paris, Bonn, Rome, Ottowa, cam~ a i ~ n to ga i? the
Wellington, Amsterdam, constJtUtlonal roght nght to
Nottingham, Belfast, London and control your own reproductive
other cities. Women all over the life, WONAAC supports Shirley
world were out in the streets Wheeler in her fight against the
demonstrating support for "a Florida court decision that she
Woman's right to control her own was guilty of manslaughter for
body, her own reproductive life." obtaining an abortion. Shirley
Eight women from the Wheeler'sonly"crime"isaerime
Albuquerque area went to San that ·that millions of women
Francisco to participate in this contemplate and tens of
historic demonstration for a thousands carry out every year.
woman's right to choose, Speakers S h i r I e y e x e r c i s e d h e r
at this rally represented the wide constitutional right to control her
spectrum of support for the own body by deciding whether or
campaign. High school women, not she would bear a child.
A m a j or t h c me of the
college women, Chicanas, black
women, union women, gay demonstration was that women
women, NOW and women from will foght and keep on struggling
various religious and political until we gain our liberation. We
- organizations spoke out against will continue to fight until all our
the Jaws that kill women. Letters sisters are no longer forced to seek
and telegrams" of solidarity were back alley abortions, More womert
sent. from Shari Finkbine, Shirley each year are murdered on the
Wheeler (who was speaking at the tables of back•street butcher
rally in Washington, D.C.), abortionists than soldiers killed in
Jeanette Rankin, and from Vietnam. We will bot gove up
women in Rome, Nottingham, until every woman has the right to
England, and Wellington, Nl"w decide whether or not she wants
Zealand.
to have a child. WONAAC has
The demonstrations in both been in existence for five months.
Snn Jhancisco and Washington, ln thoses five mollths WONAAC
D.C. were sponsored by the has been able to smash the myth
Woman's National Abottion that women carl't get together on
Action CoaliLion (WONAAC) and anything. Women organized this
werl.' compll•tdy organizt>d by eampaign, this rally and this
W<)ml'n, All tlw dN~isions Wl'ro d~>monstration, and will continue
mmade bywomPn; all thP Hpt•akers io organize and make our own
werP wonwn, this of course <ll'cisions until Wl' win our
should hl' obvhlUH. At tht• dl•ll'lands.
WonH'tl arE' making tht•
foundillffl'Ol!V!'ntirmofWONAAC
(NYC ,Jt1LY 1 U'i'l) ovl'r 1000 dt•t'isions anrl l'ar~vlt"t th••m nnt
womt•n r~pi'E'St•nting 2\l stat.<'s, We :tr<' unilt•d aml m;ltE•d Wl' will

discussed was a phrase stating, "to
prepare predominantly New
Mexico residents for
administrative positions in typical
business firms in the state.
Opposition was directed at the
word "typical."
"I don't think we should
restrict ourselvos with that· work
'typical'," said Walton Taylor,
a&sistant professor in the sehoo.l.
It was decided by those faculty
members attending to adopt a
mission similar to the present one
in the catlllog.
The new program presented by
Edwin Caplen was termed by
Caplen and other faculty members
who took part in designing the
program a· first step toward
instituting a new bachelors
program,
The old program is in the
process of being phased out in
accordance with decisions made
two years ago to do away with the
bachelors program and offer only
a graduate level degree.

WASHINGTON-With just one member opposed, the
Senate confirmed attorney Lewis F. Powell Jr., of Richmond,
Va., Monday as the first Supreme Court nominee from the
deep South in three decades. It then took up William H.
Rehnquist's far more controversial nomination.
Powell, 64, ·former president of. the American Bar
Association, won approval to take the court seat vacated by
the late Hugo L. Black of Alabama on an 89-1 vote.
Sen. Fred Harris (D-Okla.) cast the lone dissent. He
explained afterwards to reporters: "I J"ust think he doesn't
have the deep, deep feeling for little people I'd like to see • · ·
I think he's mostly for the elite, the rich, the comfortable,
the approved, those who look good in country club drawing
rooms."
Th
1
·
a1 0 f
1
1
. e ne~ Y unammous approv
Powel . sque ched
!'r~~-l~~n~ .~~-o.l1' ~. ~~-!itg~.t.rrt~4~..!1.J:ter. th~ .~!i!Q!lte.X~~I.lCted.R~.th .
Cfement F. Haynes worth Jr., of South Carolma and G.
Hanold Carswell of Florida- that northern liberals would
not confirm a Southerner to the court.

1 atmosphere, on what he has

1 am quite sure by now you
have received numerous letters
concerning the controversy over
grading practices in sociology 101.
I hope you do not take this letter
to be just one of the many and
disregard it, I have been quite
concerned about how the
controversy would be settled and
if anyone other than Dr.
Tomasson would benefit.
Now that it is supposed to be
settled, although I am sure it will
not be until those teaching
assistants who opposed the good
Professor are replaced, I feel free
to write this letter and send a
copy to The Lobo.
You may ask why am I so
concerned over this one subject?
It is not the grading practices in
just sociology that need attention,
but those grading practices in all
departments, with small classroom
units or discussion. groups, that
use the old outdated curve ot· 2.6
grade point average ns Dr.
Tomasson has enfol'ced in
sociology,
It is my belit>f that th!' only fair
wny lo gradE• in this type of
situation b ou an individual basis.
A sludl'llt should bP ~raded, when
ltlj<'Cted into a learning

learned and how much he has
contributed, not on how much he
already knows. To inject an
average student into the present
classroom situation where .the
biased grade point average exists
would almost assure him a failing
grade.
My own plans here at UNM aTe
to attain a degree in business with
a minor in special educ:ation or
sociology. At present I have spent
four years in the military and 10
years of full employment with an
equal amount of spare time in
voluntary work to community
service organizations. At 30 )'ears
young with a family of four, one
does not quit his job to go to
college just for kicks. I h~.ve
definite goals attd ideas set for
myself, provided I can attain a
quality education based on
individual accomplishment. I hope
by now you can see the
importa nee of thP indiv.idual
grading system and how it can
effect each student in a learning
competitivl' atmosphere.
ln our fast changing progressive
world of today, to fail to change
and progl'ess with it is a sign of
incompetence in a unit's
leadership. The University has in
the past made remarkable changes
for black and Chicano cultures,

t
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which shows that the leadership is
there. Let us pray that it is still
functioning for progressive change
as it did then, to not change will
bring about a union of teachers
sooner, be it National Education
Association or AFL-CIO
American Federation of Teachers.
Michael P. McGriff

ABOUT NEW MEXICO

Student Movement
Harold C. Meier's Bema on the
sociology GA's is interesting. He
calls the grading system and
standards of academic
performancf! "an involuted, self·
serving world ot' petty bourgeois
del us ions." Truer words were
never spoken, I suspect, however,
that the good professor meant to
say something else. Oh, well.
• Evett mMe interesting is his
sorrow at the decline of the
student movement from its grand
days of protest against titanic evils
like "racism, war, and
imperialism" to its present sorry
concern with small issues like
personal integrity, arbitrary
dismissal, and freedom from
coercion generally, Apparently
student protest is OK as long as
the target is suitably distant. But
WhPn th!'Rf' tlntPrtnPMr>hml dare
to question faculty power over
them, they should be seen and not
heard- nicht wahr, Herr Ooktor?
Peter Hartley
NEW MEXICO LOBO

BARGAINS
COLORADO'S FIRST PORTRAIT:
Scenes by Early Artists, by Clifford P. Westermeier. The first
complete pictorial history of Colorado using only drawings and
paintings mode by 19th·century
artists. 206 pages, 500 lllustra.
lions.
Reg. $10 Sale Price $7
THE IMAGE 01' ARIZONA, Pic··
lures from the Past, by Andrew
Wallace. More than 600 drawings, woodcuts, sketches, and
- painffrigs ··snow P:rizohci a$ .IF .
looked before it became a state.
232 pages.
Reg. $15 Safe Price $10
J. ROSS IIROWNE• His letters,
Joumafs, and Writings, edited by
lina Fergusson Browne. New matsriol on one of the most fascin<ding reporter-< .;>n the,Wast. 420
pages, illustrated•.
Reg. $12 Selle Price $5
THE LOST TRAPPERS, by David H.
Coyner, edited by David J. Weber
A new edition of the mountainman classic that is still a riddle for
historians. 224 pages, map.
Reg. $8.$0 Selle Price $4

t

THE AFJCIONAOO'S SOUTHWEST·
ERN COOKING, by Ronald Johnson. "One of the best books either
novice or master chef can buy on
southwestern cookery.''- los
Cruces Sun-News. 136 pages,
drawings.
Reg. $4.95 Sale Price $4
CORONADO, KNIGHT OF PUEBLOS AND PLAINS, by Herbert E.
Bolton. The fabulous story of
Coronado's 1540· 1542 expedition
to the Southwest. 507 pages,
clothbound.
Reg. $8.95 Selle !'rite $4
New MEXICO BLUE BOOK, 1882,
by Wm. G. Ritch. Facsimile re·
print of a primary source, full of
curious old !acts, 214 pages,
handsome slipcase.
Reg. $10 Sale Price $2.50

SAINTS IN THE VALLEYS: Christian Sacred Images in the History,
Life, and Folk Art of Spanish New
Mexico, by Jase E. Espinosa. The
history ond meaning of santos.
136 pages, 47 photos.
Reg. $7.50 Selle Price $4

tlon and political activism, 264
pages, mop, photos, paperback.
Reg. $3,95 Sale Price $3
VIOLENCE JN LINCOLN COUNTY,
1869-1881, by Wm. A. Keleher.
Classic: study of the first and most
violent of th~ Western range wars.
406 pages, illustrated, map, po·
SCHOLARS SPECIAL
perback.
REVOLT OF THE PUEBLO INDIANS
Reg. $3.45 Sale Price $2.50
OF New MEXICO AND OTERDANCING GODSt Indian Cere·
MIN'S ATIEMPTED RECONQUEST,
monials of New Mexico and Ar1680-1682, by Charles Wilson
izona, by Erna Fergusson. The
Hackett. Part of the Coronado
classic description of the ritual
·tlislol'iccl·-SeriC!>,· the~e -volumes· · " · · ifances · Cln-d cereil\Onlols of the
contain annotations and translaNavahos, Apaches, and Pueblo
tions of 17th·century Spanish
dwellers. 312 pages, illustrations,
documents. 2 volumes, 472 and
paperback.
442 pages.
Reg. $2.45 Sole Price $1.50
Reg. $3() Sale Price $15

THE PAPERBACKS
THE ROAD TO SANTA FE: Journal
and Oiories of George Champlin
Sibley, edited by Kate L. Gregg.
Story of the first survey of the
Santo Fe Trail. 288 pages, paperback.
Reg. $2.45 Sale Price $1
POLITICS AND PURSE STRINGS
IN New MEXICO'S PUBLIC
SCHOOtS, by I om Wiley. A dose
laok at practical problems of
school funding. 273 pages, paper·
back.
Reg, $2.45 Sale Price. $l
NEW MEXICO BIRDS and Where
to Find Them, by J. Stokley ligon.
Shows 149 birds in color and 139
in block-and-white. 416 pages,
paperback.
Reg, $4.95 Selle Price $3
LIEUTENANT EMORY REPORTS: A
Reprint of lt. W. H. Emory's
"Notes of a Military Reconnlsonce," edited by Ross Cdlvin. A
classic source-book lor the his•
tory of the Southwest. 216 pages,
mops, paperback.
Reg. $2.45 Sate Price $1
THE SPANISH-AMERICANS

0~

NEW MEXICO: A Heritage of
Pride, by Nontie L Gonzalez.
Special emphasis on urbanize-
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LATIN AMERICA
SIMON BOLIVAR, by Gerhard
Masur. "Dr. Masur's biography is
the best that has yet appeared in
any language."-New York Times.
588 pages.
Reg. $15 Selle Price $7.50
THE LIFE -AND WRITINGS OF
BARTOlOMI: DE l.AS CASAS, by
Henry Raup Wagner. A modern
biography af the great 16th•cen·
fury crusader for Indian rights.
32B pages.
,
Reg. $12.50 Sale Price $6

OUTSTANDING BARGAINS
EDIBLE NATIVE PlANT$ OF THE
ROCKY MOUNTAiNS, by H. D.
Harrington. For all interested in
health foods, camping, botany,
survival. 392 pages, illustrated.
Reg. $10 Sale Price $6
HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN
tAW, by Felix S. Cohen. The classic worl< of federal Indian low and
the legal hi$1ory of lndian.wh!tc
relations. 706 pages.
Reg. $25 Safe Prh:e $15

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
SCHOLARS SPECIALS
THE SOUTHWESTERN JOURNAtS
OF ADOLPH F. BANDELIER, 1880.
1882, edited by Charles H. Longe
and Car(oll L Riley. The flrst val.
ume of the field notebooks and
intimate diaries of a pioneering
anthropologist, 480 pages, illus.
troted.
Reg. $15 Sale Price $7.50

of a colledlon of vignettes about

life along the Rio Grande, llrst
issued In I 873. 340 pages. •
Reg. $7.95 Sale Price $3
GOLO HUNTER, Tho Adventures
of Marshall Bond, by Marshall
Bond, Jr. Mot6rial on Pancho Villa,
lincoln County, Klondike, Jack
london. 268 pages.
Reg. $8.50 Sale Price $4

.

WESTERN LORE

BARGAINS

NAVAHO TRADING DAYS, by
FJizaooth Compton HeoemoM.
lhe adventures of an Indian trod·
er's wile among the Navaho and
Hopi people In the 1920's and
1930's. 400 pages, 318 photos.
Reg. $10 Sole Price $6

THE CAPTAIH OF INDUSTRY IN
ENGUSH FICTION, 18:21-1871, by
Ivan Melada. A sociology of litoralura examining the novelists'
treatment al a new social type.
272 pages.
Reg. $10 Sale Price $5

CHASING GERONIMO• The Joumal of leonard Wood, May-Sep·
tember 1886, edited by Jack C.
lane. The first printing of o documentary sourcl> heretofore available only in manuscript. 152
pages, photos.
Reg. $6.95 Sale Price $5

DISASTER AT MOSCOW: Van
Bock's Campaigns, l 941·1942, by
Alfred W. Turney. A fascinating
study af a major turning point in
Wcrlcl War II. 244 pages, photos,
mops.
Reg. $6.95 S:lle Price $5

CHRONICLES OF THE GRINGOS,
The U.S, Ar.ny in 1he MexkCin
War, 1846-1848, by Geo. Winston
Smith and Chotles Judah. "Varied,
colorful, Clnd signific?Mf eyewitness
repor1s."-Jaurnal af Southern
History. 523 pages, 83 illustrations.
Reg, $15 Selle Price $6
DERBY'S REPORT on Ofiening the
Colorado, 1850·1851, edited by
Odie B. fau!k. A fascinating roc•
ord of one of the most Important
of the earlier e~plorotic:ms of the
Colorado. 64 pages, Hlustratlorts,
mop.
Reg. $7 Sale Price $4
EARl MORRIS AND $0UTHWEST·
ERN ARCHAEOLOGY, by Florence
C. li~ter and ~obert H. lister. A
flrsthand account of an eminent
orckaeologlst end his work. 204
pages, photos, mops.
Reg. $1.95 Sale Price $2.50
FRONTIER ARMY SKETCHES, by
James W. Stee\11. A new edition

ERASMUS, edited by T. A. Dorey.
Essays an various aspects al the
"model mon of culture" of tho
16th century. 173 page$,
Reg. $6 Sale Price $3
HOBBU:D PEGASUS: A Descriptive Bibliography of Minor English
Poetry, 1641·1660, by Joseph
frank. "A kind of illustrCifed survey
<>f popular English poetry in this
important period."-Seventeenth
Centuiy News. 4&2 pages.
Reg. $20 Safe Price $10
!HURMAN ARNOLD, SOCIAL
CRITIC: The Satirical Challenge to
Orthodoxy, by Edward N. Keamy.
A critical biography of the emln·
ent New Dealer. 190 pages.
Reg. $6.95 Sale Ptice $4
AFTER THE STORMt Landmarks
of the Modern Mexican Novel, by
Jo~eph Sommers. "One of the best
studies of Mexlc.ln flclloo to dote.''
-Books Abroad, 224 pages.
Reg. $5.95 $ala Ptke $-1
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Foul Play in Senate Election?

ChidichimoPresentsCode Viola·tion Petition
By SANDY McCRAW
Violations of thE' election codE'
during the t·ecent ASUNM Senate
elt'ctions will probably be tal~en
to court by candid<~te Mark
Chidichimo.
Chidichimo, who formally
ptesented the petition to Mike
Men ill, 'l'lnu-sdny during the
election, based his complaint on
Section No. 5, parngraph II of the
code which reads "Posting may be
done only on kiosks, A-frames
and other structm·es designed for
that purpose. ('l'hat mea11s no
buildings or trees, gang,)"
He also quoted the codes saying
"Candidates will be responsible
for learning and abiding by the
regulations of administration,
dorm <~nd other authorities
responsible for University
facilities."
Failure
"Failure on the part of
candidates and/or thllir campaign
workers to abide by these rules
will result in big trouble, 'l'his big
trouble could result in the loss of
the el!lction, so take heed.

Universal Travel
Service

Air Lines-Steamship
Tours & Groups
Mombor-Ametlcan S<><:lety
of Travel Agents

2906 Central SE

255-8665

Violaters will be prosecuted," it
reads.
Merrill seemed ready to shrug
off the charges, explaining he did
not know the procedures in such a
case. "'!'he most that can happen
is they would get fined. I don't
know if they'll even do that to
losing candidates- what's the
point in fining a loser?"
"'!'he people who have made
these violations make it very
difficult," said Chidichlmo, "for
the few who have attempted to
follow the rules of the elections
code, which limits the campaign
to a statement in '!'he Lobo and a
few posters on the kiosks and
A-frames,"
Winners
Winners in the election were
Jan Welsh, 697; Bernadette
Chavez, 639; John Menicucci,
628; Jerry Buckner, 618; Ernesto
Gomez, 572; Patrick Gallagher,
558; James Chavez, 558; Jerry
Cordova, 549; Sandra Jaramillo,
512. and Manuel Sandoval, 502.
Unsucce.ssful candidates were
Donald Vigil, t!H'l; John lcluintana,
481; Louis Duncan, 481; Regis
Clauschee, 477; Charlie Jones,
4.53; Charles Pineda, 444; John
Koogler, 436; At_anacio
Maldonado, 423; Allan Hisey,
416; John Frank, 400; Cecilia
Martinez, 393; Jay Dee
:Pfannenstiel, 391 and Edward Lee
Vargas, 390.
Also David Mains, 381; John
McSorley, 380; Mary Beth
Martinez, 355; Mark Hansen, 315;
Mike Bartholf, 288; Mark
Chidichimo, 267; Chris Betts,
285; Chris Lackmann, 227;
1'h om as Cal dwell, 211; Fred
Basil - Torres, 161 and Steven

Rospopo, 145.
1896
Only 1896 students, or 10 per
ceJ:lt of the UNM student
population, voted. Menill said it
was a "good tumo~1t."
Winner:;; included a strong
majority of the Chicano and
Dawn endorsements. (Although
not directly connected with
Inter-Fraternity Council, Dawn is
usually mostly Greek.)
Bernadette Chavez, elected
from the Chicano endorst;lment,
said "My concern as an individual
would be for the Tenants
Organization. I'm c:oncerned
about getting suppol·t for it next
semester, I think we'll fall flat on
our feet wH:hol.l t support- it's
much more important than
money."
Pleased
"I'm really pleased with the
election of the five," she said. "I
regret, of course, that all eight
couldn't make it though. '!'he
question now is whether we can
be placed on effective
committees, Especially the
Finance Committee. It should not
be so effective that we would
stack it- there has to be other
representatives also. But it's got to
be genuine, not a fake name like
Basil • Torres."
Jerry Buckner, the ·only
incumbent to be re-elected, said
"I still don't think enough
students voted. Last year 1500
voted in one day. I did notice that
only two groups gave
endorsements- Dawn and the
Chicano Studies. They may speak
well of endorsements, It shows
which people are interested in
student government."
Disappointed
Jan Welsh, leading vote- getter
and endorsed by Dawn, said "I'm
very pleased but disappointed in
the voter turnout. Last spring
more Dawn c-.tndidates won. I'd
lilce to be on l<'inance Committee,
but then so would everyon<' <'lse.

My main stand will be on materials in dormitories, La
l'o&ada dining hall and around
governance."
"'!'he election surprised. me," campus,"
", .. Vigil, illegal postin!l of
said Merrill. "'!'he Chicanos must
have really worked. You get out campaign materi<Jls in dormitories,
of something what you put in, I and distributing materi<Jl in La
don't see any 1~eason why they l'osad<J, which is against dining
hall policy."
shouldn't be there,"
'!'he votes were counted Sunday
niegal Posting
at ASUNM with the actual process
''..•Jones and Duncan, illegal
taking about 12 hours. Votes had
posting of campaign materials
to be recounted several times.
around campus and distributing
Claims
.
In Chidichimo's claims for materials undel' door$ in the
violations he noted "Koogler, dormitories which is definitely
Hisey, Pineda, Buckner, Gallagher, against dorm policy."
" ... Clauschee and Cordova,
Pfannenstiel, Frank, Welsh,
Mennicucci, Mains, the 'Dawn' illegal posting of campaign
Party, illegal posting of campaign materials around campus and in
materials· around campus with the dorms,"
" ..• Rospopo, illegal posting of
some individual members posting
campaign materials in the dorms."
materials in the dorms."
" .. ,Chave:.:, Sandoval, Gomez,
If the election is not contested
Chavez, Quintana, Jaramillo, within 10 days, Jack O'Guinn will
Maldonado, Vargas, The "Chicano swear the new Senators in on Dec.
Eight," i!l!lgal posting of campaign 13.

Pal(istan Breal(s Relations
With India; Swiss Move In
llAWALPINDI, West Pakistan
(UPI)- Pakistan broke
diplomatic relations with India
Monday when New Delhi
announced formal recognition of
the rebel government formed by
the Bangia Desh guerrillas in East
Pakistan.
A government announcement
said India's recognition of the
Bangia Desh gov!lrnment was
motivated by "deep hatred of
Pakistan." It said the Swiss
government had agreed to tffk!l
care of Pakistan's affairs in India,
A military spokesman said
Indian warplanes raided
Islamabad, Pakistan's capital,
Monday morning. He did not
t~lalJuntl., ouL suid he was still
gathering information on the raid.
'l'he sound of gunfirl.' roared
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rog, 9.9.$·1l.95
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OFfER at $199. Sclid State AM{FM
Stereo Rodio, Two Speakers, S-Track

Tape Playor, Turn Tabla with Boso
and Oust Cover plus Rolling Cart for
all cqulpm<lnt.

A-1 Sewing, Vacuum &
Appliances

through Rawalpindi Monday
morning fo~ mot·e than one hour.
'Thick smoke blanketed the sky,
occasionally pierced by red flares.
Pakistan also announced its
forces had made "tactical gains"
along and across the cease - fire
line in the Punjab Plains and were
consolidating their positions in
East Pakistan, leaving areas of no
tactical importance.
'l'he military spokesman said
fighting was continuing in the
Chambdaurian sector and that
Pakistani planes had inflicted
"heavy damages on the enemy"
while Pakistan troops had
captured Mandaln, a "vital point"
in that sector in Indian·
controlled Kashmir.
In Poonch across the cease - £ire
line, he said Pakistani troops have
completed "tht>ir initial objectivt•"
and Wl'rl' not readjusting tlwil'
positious for furthl'r action, whill'
Pal<islnni planes blastt•rl Indian
communication linl's.
Since the war b!'gan Fl'iday, 15
Indian tanks had been destroyed
in Lahore alone in Indian counter
attacks, hi! said.
He also said Pakistani troops
captured 36 Indians belonging to
the 15th Punjab regiment and the
border security nt HuGGaininwala,
40 miles northeast of Lahorl•,
bringing the total of Indian
prisoners to 275.
The Council of Ministers of
East l'altistan met Monday in
Dacca and set up four
subcommittees h> holster the war
effort.

Spare Arn~Mo!J.
Change
by Charles Andrews
Well, you pay your d1.1es, and if Stones instead. I mean, that
According to all available sources, there was no mass
you're
lucky you get what you would've been· a nat1.1ral thing to
rioting at the fiery Neil Diamond concert Friday.
want, All the time the Jefferson do, wouldn't it? Find a greasy,
* * * * *
Airplane hung in there, fighting funky, white R&B band with all
But a few other funny things were going on behind the with RCA, has paid off. When the raunch and violence of the
scenes. Those of you who rip ~our Lo bos open immediately their contract expired, they Stones? Well, they didn't look,
to the Lobo Arts & Media page on Tuesdays (Hi Mom!) will announced they were gonna form but r think the band's been found
their own label, which would be in - of <Ill places (or maybe
want to turn back to the front page for John Holmes' story distributed
by major record not)- Boston. '!'hey go by the
about some vaxiance in ticket prices and where the money company (whoever gave them the name of J, Geils Band, and they
went.
highast bid for it), but that the are fanfuckingta$tic, '!'heir new

*Delaney
* * *& *Friends

Fans of Bonnie &
and/or Joy of
Cooking and/or Jose Feliciano who are splitting town for the
Christmas vacation might want to consider coming back
early, like by Jan, 14. A reliable ''in-man" says the concert
featuring all of them is "for sure.''

* * * * *

There have been many fund - raising benefits for the
starving refu·gees of Bangia Desh, but probably none so
publicized as the two Aug. 1 Madison Square Gaxden
concerts by "George Harrison and His Friends" - and
probably none so unsuccessful.
Both concerts were immediate sell-outs, of course - the
Harrison · Dylan names would pack any arena, and they had
back-up musicians the likes of Leon Russell, Eric Clapton,
Ringo Staxr, Billy Preston, Klaus Voorman, Jesse Davis, Jim
Keltner, Jim Hom, and all of Badfinger. But the real money
for the refugees was~ expected from sales of records and tapes
made from the concert. Capitol promised to speed
production of the album like never before; someone was
quoted as joking that they would even beat the bootleggers in
getting it out.
They didn't. I got a copy of a bootleg recording of the
concert several weeks ago (at a local head shop), and the
official'album has yet to appear. It may not be out even by
Christmas.
George Harrison was on the Dick Cavett show a couple of
weeks ago; I missed it, but apparently he expressed his
concern and displeasure at the long de:lay in the album's
release, and the anticipated percentage designated for Bangia
Desh. Just what is holding things up?
I received from Capitol a couple of days ago a six-page
* * *
explanation of their side of the story, a statement from
recently - appointed Capitol President Bhaskar Menon. (He's
an Indian, promoted from head of the Indian branch of
Capitol, for what that's worth.} It's so confusing that he
broke it down into six numbered, chronological parts. What
it seems to me to amount to is that Columbia (because of
Dy,lan's part in the eoncert), Capitol, and EMI (the
world-wide "parent" c:ompany of Capitol} have not been able
to settle on terms of the distribution of records and tapes
here and in Canada, a11d worldwide, most of the negotiations
having gone through Apple money genius Allen Klein. There
has apparently been a lot of confusion, but also obviously
much stubbornness.
Such a pattern is, unfortunately, expected in the record
biz when such money is involved. But when starving children "'l'HE MORNING AFTER"
in a war-torn country are involved too, you'd think 'l'he J. Geils Band
cooperation and speed could be achieved.
(Atlantic/SD 827 5 )'
Merry Uhrtstmas.
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Richie Havens reads the Bible.
If you don't have a Bible,
we'll send you one for just
a dollar. Hard cover and
everything.
Just one should do it.
The Bible lasts a long time.
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major company would have
nothing to say about the content
of the record or it::; cover design or
anything else. For those of you
with some show-hi?.; background,
that may sound like suicide, but
the Rap Brown Syndrome struck
again (malign 'em enough and
you'll get what you want) and
RCA paid the Jetferson Airplane
10 million (that's $10,000,000)
for their label.
'!'hey called it Grunt, in typical
Airplane fashiQfl, and called the
first record they released on it
"Bark.''
You'll probably be seeing a lot
of the Grunt labeL They've signed
all kinds of bizarro acts already (I
mean, what is all that front
money for?), including a mime
troupe band called 1 (One); the
Ace of Cups, who used to be an
all-girl band but now have eight
members, including some men;
and 11 bunch of others. '!'hey held
a socko press party recently to
celebrate, and some of these
bands played. '!'hey didn't sound
bad, either. With that much
money behind them, with good
acts, intelligently produced, Gr1.1nt
might show the record business
that an alternative is possible,
after all, and that diseovery might
pave the way for who knows
what! If they don't blow it, of
course .•..

... MORE ED WARD
What would you think if you
woke up one day in the 11ear
:future, turned on your A.l\1 radio,
and heard three songs of political
commentary that not only made
sense politically, but were damn
good rock and roll to boot?
Probably you'd decided to stop
smoking so much dope before
going to bed.
But there's a distinct possibility
something like that may happen
soon. Here's tlte scam: As I write
this, Bob Dylan's new single
"George Jackson" has only been
out a few days, and not too much
controversy has arisen over it. One
listen, however, will convince you·
that a storm is gontla break, and
sooh, Not onlY is there a line
about Jackson's not taking shit
from anybody, but the whole
song is about a man who died
because he was getting too heavy
for some people to handle.
Dylan's not belaboring any points
either, as he did in his "Masters Of
War" days- this is a finely •
cratted song, and one Dylan can
be rightly proud of. Since Dylan's
name is on it, it stands a good
chance to sell and get on the
radio.
Burdoh's Best
That's not quite the case,
Lhough, with the new single by
Eric Burdon ahd Jimmy
Witherspoon, entitled "Soledad."
'ruesday, December 7, 1971

It's the best thing Burdon's done
in years, with a tight melody line
and a fine backup band, and
content that isn't overtly political.
'!'he chorus, for instance, goes
"Soledad, you BAD!"
The only problem is that when
you do a word • matching test 011
someone these days and say
"Soledad," they're likely to come
back with ''Brother." '!'hat's
probably why you'll be deprived
of this fine record on your
friendly rock n' roll station.
'rhe third record- Grand
Funk's fantastic ''People Let's
Stop the War"- won't be heard
on the air unless you do
something about it. Besides being
positively their best recorded
performance, it's got a lyric line
which, while not highly
sophisticated, still expresses the
dissatisfaction of the newly •
enfranchised 18 • year- olds and
their younger brothers and sisters
like no song has yet done. 'rhe
sound is a real good piece of rock
and roll, but AM stations won't
play it bllcause of their incredible
prejudice against Grand Funk.
Get Results
You CAN do something about
all this if you want to. It's nothing
new, nothing illegal, and nothing
even particularly revolutionary,
but it gets results. tn fact, Beatles
fans and, before them, Presley

album shows for a fact that the
incredible energy rush of their
fir.st album was no fluke. '!'his
time out, they don't depend quite
so much on the great but little known rhythm and blues numbers
that spiced up their last album;
this time they stick to their own
compositions, and that's both
good and bad, Good because
they're damn good and bad
because those obscure numbers
need to be exposEJd too. But that's
neither here nor there- the J.
Geils Band will find a place right
next to "Rolling Stones NOW!" in
your record collection, I'm certain
of it. Just listen to their fantastic
rendition of Don Covay's "'!'he
Usual Place," or their own
"Wbammer Jammer" or "Floyd's
Hotel." Fannntastic! Get it.

* * *

off because the Savage Rose 1s a
Danish band, but by some weird
kind of musicological osmosis,
they've mana~;~ed to absorb some
of the best f<Jatures of American
pop music. Acid to that thei~
leader singer, Anisette, who
sounds lika noghing on this earth,
11nd a superlativ!l production job
by the Stones' producer, Jimmy

Miller, and you've got one of the
year's best albums. The title cut is
a showpiece for the whole group,
and if you can listen to it and not
be moved, you're made of stone.
They'll be touring the country for
the fir,>t time soon, and I'd urge
you to go see them. They're really
something else,

* * *
"THERE'S A RIOT GOING ON"
Sly & The Family Stone
(EpicjKE 30986)
"'!'here's a Riot Going On,"
says the cover of Sly. '!'he Family
Stone's new album, and it's
probably caused by people who
bought this monotonous set and
"WORKER'S PLAYTIME"
B.B. Blunder
(Polydor /24·4080)
Here's an ~dd record by a
British band I never heard of. '!'he
whole album cover is designed like
a popular British magazine, and its
all don so unselfconsciously that
it's delightful, What's the music
like? Weird. '!'hat sl'ems to be the
keynote of the new British bands.
Odd, haunted, distorted music.
Blunder's album is really quite
intricate and listenable, and it
features, among the singers, the
legendary (and quite rightly) Julie
Driscoll, who appears us the
barmaid 011 the fro11t cover. '!'he
satire is laid on with a trowel, but
it's all so good you don't mind.

,

..

are trying lo lynch Sly's ass. Sure,
the hit "Family Affair" is a gas,
but. tllP tP~t of the album is
unmitigated boredom. Poison.

* * *

* * *

"TUPELO HONEY"
Van Morrison
{Warner Bros./WS 1950)
Well, I must admit I had my
doubts, but tlwy were put to rest
Remember wlnm everybody
wheu I finaily heal'd Van
was searchmg ior an Amer1can
Mmrison 's new album. Sure is
BMtles? 'l'hey 11ever did find one
.good. TruE!, it'!> no "Astral
(although I'd be wming to argue
Weeks," and he may never
that the Buffalo Springfield
command such heights again, but
qualify for thl' honors), and I
it's fine. Sort of Caledonia Soul
always wondered why they clidn 't
Music, just like Van's music
look for an American Rolling
publishing firm. Funky, t·elaxed,
but with the tension that is
fans, used thi~ technique to get
U11ique to Van Morrison,
their idols on the airwaves and on
"Wild Night," which leads the
their way to stardom.
album, is one oftho$e records you
Every AM station in the
just know is gonna make it to the
country has a guy whose duty it is MESSAGE FROM '!'HE COUN'l'RY 1'op 'l'en, and "Moonshine
to pick the five or so records that. The Move
thl' station will add to the playlist (Capitol/ST-811)
,.,,
each week. He's called the
\.;11 •i ,J,.-.1 )•
the same thing could be
Ptogram Direetor, or P.D. '!'here's &1idAlmost
the Move's latest, their
usually an assistant P.D. too, AM best about
album since their first, which
stations also have a telephone isn't even available in this
number for requests, so get on the cou 11 try. The legendary Move
,
phone and request these songs. If heaviness is everywh~?re, and they
they give you any bullshit call the are so patently ricl;iculous that you
P.D. Ask him why they're not can't help but love them. Check
playing the records. Listen to him out especially "It Wasn't My ldea
politely, thank him, a11d hang up. ('l'o
and "Ben Crawley
Now get two of your friends to do Steel Dance)"
Company.''
it. And get them to have two of
Yeah, if you've been pining
their friends do it. And don't .away
the Bonzo Dog Band
leave those radio people alone passedsince
on,
check
out B. B. Blunder
until you've gotten some kind of and "Message from
the Country"
satisfaction.
and
crack
yer
face
with
a smile I
If you don't get satisfaction
Whiskey," the last cut, is just as
from one station, see if they have
*
goofy as it Van had been messing
.any competitors. If one won't "REFUGEE"
with it before they turned thli
play what you want, the other 'l'lte Savage Rose
tape recorder on.
one will probably be glad to get (Gregar/GG·104)
What's in between those two
the jump 011 them and do it. 1f
You'll find my name appended cut.s Is of varying quality, but such
nobody will listen to you, ~111L to the short liner notes on the fiUll1bt"!rs as "'l'upelo Honl!y,''
you think you've got a case, write latest album by on!! of my very "When '!'hat Evening Sun Goes
to Commissioner Nicholas favorite groups, the Savage Rose, Down," and "I Wanna Roo You"
Johnson at the FCC. It may not but it was put there without my are really top·notch rock and roll.
seem that way sometimes, but permission. '!'hat doesn't stop me, I do like the darker side of
those air~aves are there to serve though, f~om urging you to go out Morrison's personality quite a lot,
you. Power 'l'o The People starts there and pick up a copy of and it seems a shame to see him
at home.
"Refuge<!," Some people get _Put repres.~ing it a bi L.
\)'

* *
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Hexachlorophene Warning:

4 Corners Plant Target
'Soap'
'May
Cause
Brain
Damage
Of 'Privilege Tax' Bill

Lobos Fall in Style;
Scrap to Final Horn
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
The New Mexico State Aggies
outscored the UNM Lobo·
b<lsketball team 15·3 at the
beginning of the second half and
held on to win a 94-79 verdict .
over the Lobos last night in Las
Cruces.
The Lobos had defeated the
Aggies 78-76 Saturday night at
University Arena to gain a. split
with the highly • touted Aggies,
whose record now is 1·2. The
Lobos are 2-1,
Although the Aggie super soph
John Williamson was plagued
early with foul trouble, the other
super soph, 7-foot center Roland
"Tree" Grant, ably filled
Williamson's scoring performance
with a 23-point night.
Aggie guard Alex Scott was the
game's high scorer with 25.
Williamson ended the game with
but three baskets.
Starter Chester Fuller, one of
three Lobos to foul out of the
contest, collected 17 points to
lead all Lobo scorers. Backcourt
man Tommy Roberts, who also
fouled out, had 16.
The Lobos showed a balanced
attack, with three other men in
double figures. Mike Faulkner and
Harold Little each scored 13,
whde front liner Darryl
Minniefield, who also fouled out,
had 10.
Turnovers Hurt
'l'urnovers were the big factor
working against the clumsy Lobos

the
best
23¢
HAMBURGER
in town

I

I
I

Henry's Drive-In
1 16 Central 9 al:n to ll ain

HAVE YOU GIVEN
MUCH THOUGHT TO
WHAT YOU'LL
BE DOING
TOMORROW?

.

Finding a job
that gives you
satisfaction isn't
easy today. Not in
a world as confusing nnd com·
plcx as ours.
But the Paulis! finds a frequent joy in his
own way of life
and values that arc
lasting.
As a Paulist he
may counsel a run·
away youth, listen to
the problems of a
senior citizen, or~
ganizc a Home
Mass or conduct
a forum on nar- ·
cotics. Because Paulists have al·
ways been pioneers in communications, he may communicate
through the printed word or
through mass media, such· as
radio, films or television.
Whatever tool he chooses, the
Paulist gets his "message"
through.
Can you think of nny other
life that will provide more inner
satisfaction for you?
For more information about
the Paulist priesthood write to:
Rev. Donald C. Campbell,
C.S.P., Vocalion Director, Uoom

PQUriSI"fcthets.

415 Wcsl591h Slrcet
New York, N.Y. 10019

during the first half, as they were
called 17 times for committed
miscues.
The Lobos jumped out to a
short·lived lead early in t\le game,
but the Aggies bounced back,
using a fullcourt nress and some
pinpoint clutch "shooting from
inside to lead 23-19 with 11:03
left in the first half, Senior g\lard
Scott was hot enough from
outside to keep the Lobos
guessing, scoring 11 points in the
first half,
Inside, Truman Ward led the
attack, while MinniefiEdd
contained Grant to only five.
Offensively Minniefield scoreq
five while the Lobos depended
mainly on the outside shooting of
Chester Fuller and Harold Little
to stay in contention. Little came
off the bench and scored six
points, while Fuller had ten.
But the, turnovers, caused
mainly by the !ull court press of
the Aggies, were the poison that .
strangled the otherwise hotshooting Lobos, and the Aggies
had a 40-32 halftime lead,
Officials Bob Higgins and Irv
Brown assessed almost as many
personal fouls the first half as the
two officials in Albuquerque
called Saturday, calling one less at
24. But the majority of these
personal fouls were for defensive
violations, rather than the
frequent offensive calls Saturday,
Cold Shots
'l'he Lobos only shot 37 per
cent from the floor, while the
Aggies hit 43 per cent during the
first half.
'l'he Aggies blew the game
almost out of reach at the
be ginning of the second half,
outscoring the Lobos 15-3 in the
first three minutes. The only
Lobo points came on free throws,
and it wasn't until 15:23 of the
second half, when Fuller hit a
jumper, that UNM got a basket.
But New Mexico fought back
with a great deal of character,
using the next two minutes to
.close the margin to 86-77, and at
one point drew within seven
points of the dragging Ags. But
too many Lobos fouled out and
too many turnovers sunk any
chance the Lobos would have had
at winning.
'l'he Lobos face Oklahoma
Christian College at the Arena
Thursda,y night.

~nyone

UNM senior Patti Van Dersari (bottom) and younger sister Paula
(top) go through a few moves as they utilize the sometimes scant
university facilities available to the students who are not affiliated
with an organized sports team. Patti, who, like sister Paula is a
brown belt, said the judo workout pictured above is not as frequent
a sight as it used to be. Patti said that the two of them have been
into judo for about five years.

Coach Rudy Feldman's UNM
football squad completed the
1971 season with a 6·3·2 record
and second in the Western
Athletic Conference and in the
process set or tied a total of 32
school records.
'l'he 1970 Lobos added 26 new
marks to the Lobo record book
for an all time high but many of
those only lasted a year, 'l'he
Lobo offense, ranked first in the
WAC and second in the nation,
accounted for all of the marks.
New ·Mexico finished as the best
rushing team in the history of the
school averaging 384.5 yards per
game with 5149 yards total for
the 11 game schedule. It erased
the 350.1 mark set last season.
The total offense yardage was

at POWDER PUFF MOUNTAIN
Lifts-Lessons-Rentals-Rates-Snack Bar
Our Lm·chmont snowmalwr provides
excellent snow Thanksgiving thruEaster
LESSONSTHEGLMWAY
(Graduated Lenoth Method rm Short-eeSkis)
"Sbort.ec Skis" h!l!l brought "instnnt skiing" to beginners of 1111 agcs, Basically, Ute Short-ee Ski meUtod involv<S 11 natural prograsion through 3', 4', and 5'
skis "" the proficiency or the aludcnt increnses. You
use the same to<hnlqu"" the experts U!lc, only cveryUting
i• easier on •hort skis, With this method you progress to
tho normal !ull-lengUt Utat llto you.

n·
7
·

Make your reservations now
call or write Powder Puff Mountain
Box 118 Red River, New Mexico 87558
telephone (505) 754-2941

close to a 1000 yards better than
the record setting group in 1970.
New Mexico finished with 467.2
ya,rds per game including five
games over the 500 yard mark.
Three senior members of the
1971 team gathered in 12 of the
records on a single season or
career basis. Los Alamos kicker
Joe Hartshorne now has all of
UNM's kick scoring records for a
season and career setting six of
the 12 individual marks.
Hartshorne became New Mexico's
all time scoring champion for a
career with 147 points on 99
PATs and 16 field goals. His 147
points broke the scoring record of
138 set by Don Perkins during the
1957-59 seasons.
Ha.rtshorne now has the season

Procedures Outlined
For U Ski Classes
Two different skiing classes will
be open to UNM students next
sem ~stcr with :fairly rigid
procedures Ior both,
The first type class will be
separated into beginning beginners
and advanced beginners, and will
meet in room 185 of Johnson
Gym the Tuesday of the first
week of classes. The 12-2 p.m.
class is for the yearlings while the
halfway experienced set will
gather from 2-4 p.m.
Instructions say that "anyone
that signs up for a class that does
not belong in it will be asked to
drop the class or take an "F",
·'They add that "anyone late to
class will have to find their class
on the hill (Sandia Peak)."
'l'he second type class is taught
by Sandia Peak instructors, meets
10-3:30 Thursdays only, the first
class in Johnson gym, room 185.

record, hitting 43 of 44 PAT
attempts last season, the career
field goal record with 16 and the
career mark Ior PATs making
good on 99 of 102 trys over a
three year span. He only missed
one attempt a season during his
three years.
All·WAC quarterback Rocky
Long etched his name in the
record book. Long gathered 1823
yards this season for a total
offense high in a single season
while his 4461 yards during his
three year career is also a record.
He broke the standards set by
'l'erry Stone in 1967 when Stone
had 1531 yards total while the old
career total offense record was
2666 set by quarterback Stan
Quintana during the 1963·65
seasons.
Long's 80 points in a season
replaced the mark of 78 set by
Sam Scarber last season while his
12 touchdowns ties the high
Scarber had in 1970, Although
quarterbacks are usually not
runners, Long now has career
rushing record with 2071
bettering Bobby Santiago's 2023.
Junior halfback Fred Henry
became the first Lobo ever to
crash the 1000 yard rushing mark
in a season when he finished his
second season with 1129 yards to
'Up his career rushing record to
6.77 yards per carry. 'l'hc old
rushing mark was Scarber's 961
last year.
A total of 14 of the school
marks are also logged in the
Western Athletic Conference
record book. For the second
straight year all four members of
the Lobo backfield were ranked in
the top 10 rushing in the league
with Henry (1129), Long (947)
Rich. Diller (767), and Nat~
McCall (750}.

Never a Report
''In more than 20 years of use
and tens of millions of cases there
has never been a single report of
harm from Phisohex when used as
directed," the spokesma,n said.
The FDA, however, said its
decision was based largely on a
new study by Winthrop
Laboratories in which newborn

CAMPUS BRIEF§
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Human Rights

Lobos Continue to Rewrite Grid
Record Bool< as 32 Marl(s Fall

Can Learn-Everyone Has Fun

Concerned with human rights
at a local level, the United Nations
Association is sponsoring a
Human - Rights - Day dinner this
Saturday, Dec, 11, 6 p.m., at the
Newman Center. The dinner costs
$1.50 per person and reservations
can be made by culling Jim
McConnell, 256-0089 during the
day or 268-5073 evenings.

No Fault
'The State Insurance Regulating
Committee will meet in Santa, Fe
Dec, 17 and 18, in room 323 of
the Round House. The proposed
no fault insurance for New
Mexico will be discussed,
'l'he Kiva Club will hold a
preliminary planning meeting Dec.
8, 7 p.m. in the International
Center. The Nizhoni· dancers will
entertain and refreshments will be
served,

'I

The UNM Art Museum has a
new stock of gifts suitable for
Christmas including art replicas,
numerous new books and art
calendars.
Also available are 10 different
Christmas cards from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Smithsonian Institution and
Walters Gallery in Washington,
D.C.

Chicano Health

The Architecture 181 class of
Gordon Andrews will have an art
show Dec. 6 through Dec. 11 in
the Architecture building open to
the public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Dames Club

Linguistics Club
The Linguistics Club will meet
in room 141 of the anthropology
building Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
Bruce Rigsby will speak on
"Linguistic Insights into Recent
Tsimshian Pre·History."

GSACMeets

GSAC will meet tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the Union.
Several new bills will be
discussed including the Graduate
Student Employment which is
asking for GSA funding.

Senate Candidates
All senate candidates have until
5 p.m. today to turn in their
financial statements.

for Men

YOU ARE

PLAY B.OOM BAR

Winrock Med. Plaza & Med. Arts Square
•r·s sMARr ro RELY oN
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ID auAurv eveweA~

Every Monday, 5-7 p.m.

OLD TIME MOVIES
everynight

N~W 1\IEXICO LOBO
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'l'uesday, December 7, 1971

Foreword by Bill Cosby

From what to call whom-colored, Negro, Afro·American, or blackto how and why to avoid white liberalisms ("we only want to help."
"it's not because you're black"), here is a guide that reveals not
only the right way to handle everyday professional and social situa··
•tions, but why the way it's often done is wrong. Lively and enlightening•.

THE THIRD PRESS 444CentraiPukWut,NIYIYorl:,10025

$5.95

There are so many deilcious reasons
for eating at
besides being easy un your .budget.
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Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only

SOME BLACK FOLKS

,by Chris Clark and Sheila Rush
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4LOCATIONS
LOMAS AT SAN P~ORO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 FOURTH ST., N.W.
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK

255·0166

Take 1·40 West-Turn North on Coors Road
you can see it from there

HOW TO GET ALONG
WITH BLACK PEOPLE

Al
"'C

0
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m

5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

Coun$elor Alway$ on Duty
.
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836
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A beaut!IUllnstancc where two rounds make o
right' Fashion rounds me "111"
w1th
eye·styling charm to bflghten the contemporary
scene Personality accenting lenses ~ in clear
or linls, non-glare colors and color chang1ng
prescripl•on or plano Have your eyes
cxam•ned and have a took'

898-5533

and Laundry

Columbian Program
'l'h e Latin American Forum
Series will present Germ:m Il.ucda
and Edwardo Ahumada tonight at
the 7:30 p.m. in the Newman
Center Auditorium.
The program will concern
"Planteamiento de Algunos de los
Problemas" and slides will be
shown at the event.
All interested persons are
welcome.

Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professional

Different-New-Sandwiches
Budget Prited-25¢ Draft-Fun

IOc BEER

5 P.M.- 9 P.

Closed SlmdtLYB
9129-4TH N.W.

Personnel Committee

GEU

Boycott Convention

·

1 A.M.· 2 P.M.

The ad hoc women's
Committee on Non-Academic
Personnel will meet Dec. 7 at 7
p.m. at 1111 El Pueblo NW.

Nobel Prize winner in Medicine,
Robert W. Holley will speak Dec.
14 at 4 p.m. in room 303 of the
Basic Medical Sciences building.

There will be a Dames Club
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at
1920 L.g.mas NE apt. 5. It is crafts
night and all interested married
women are invited to attend.

Architecture Art Show

i,

'l'he New Mexico Tenants
Organization will hold a meeting
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 4915
Pershing S.E. Anyone interested
in doing research on the tenant
situation near UNM is invited to
attend.

Dance Open House

Representatives who attended
the National Boycott Convention
will be speaking at the Chicano
Studi.es Center, Wednesday at
7:30p.m.

I

Art Gifts

All Chicanos interested in
health or those now in any type
of health education or training are
urged to attend the National
Chicano Health Organization
meeting 'l'uesday at 7:30 p.m. at
the Chicano Studies Center, 1815
RomaN.E.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning

Tenants Organization

The newly formed Gradua.te
Employes Union will meet in the
Bandelier East lounge Dec. 15 at 7
p.m. All graduate students and
others are welcome.

The UNM Dance Wo~kshop
presents another in its continuing
series of open houses this
Tuesday, Dec. 7, at 7 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym. All are invited.

i

1

hexachlorophene products, either
monkeys were bathed daily for 90
days with solutions containing on grounds of safety or on the
basis of evidence t.hat the
three per cent hexachlorophene the same percentage that is in products fail to deliver on claims.
Effective
Phi soh ex.
'l'he agency said a study by the
The monkeys showed
measurable amounts of National Academy of Scienceshexachlorophene in their blood National Research Cou nc i1
and brain lesions, the FDA :;aid. (NAS-NRC) concluded that
The FDA also cited two other hexachlorophene was effective as
studies, including one in which 50 a bacteriostatic skin cleanser, but
newborn babies were bathed daily only possibly effective for treating
with three per ·!Oent infant impetigo and other such
hexachlorophene solutions and skin infections, cradle cap, and
showed measurable acne.
The study said there was no
hexachlorophene blood levels but
substantial evidence that
"no obvious toxic symptoms."
· Warning!
'hexachlorophene was useful for
'l'he warning label, to be treating anal itch, severe sldn rash,
published in the Federal Register wounds or burns, or as an "aid to
Wednesday, would require this personal hygene."
The FDA action fell far short
notice on products containing
three per cent or more of that suggested by Ralph Nader,
hexachlorophene: "Warning: Do who urged the agency on Nov. 28
not use for total body bathing. to ban hexachlorophene from the
open market and permit its use
Rinse thoroughly after use."
Hexachlorophene is used in only by prescription.
thousands of soaps, deodorants,
vaginal douches, feminine
hygenine deodorants and skin
creams. The FDA action was
limited to relatively few such
products since most
hexachlorophene products
contain much less than three per
cent of the chemical.
But the FDA indica,ted it may
move later a.gainst other

Nobel Winner

Kiva Club

Hair

Wt~ ~.1~·

PageS

Photo by R;llph Varner

Along for Ride

WASHING'l'ON ( UPI) - 'l'he
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) warned Monday against
bathing with products containing
3 per cent or more of
hexachlorophene on grounds the
widely used soap ingredient may
cause brain damage,
'l'he warning - mailed to
doctors and required on product
labels - was based on new
scientific data casting doubt on
both the safety and effectiveness
of a product · used for years in
home and hospitals to bathe
babies, cleanse wounds and burns,
and treat various skin and scalp
ailments.
A spokesman for Winthrop
Laboratories, a division of Sterling
Drug Inc., manufacturer of
Phisohex, a leading
hexachlol.'ophene product, took
issue with the FDA ruling.

A tax bill aimed specifically at the Four Corner~ Plant
will gross from 10 to 40 million dollars more m tax
revenue for the state if passed by the legislature next
year.
The discussion draft of the bill, the "Electricity Tax
Act,'' imposes a privilege tax on the generation of
electrical power in New Mexico by any person "for the
purpose of sale, whether the sale takes place in the state
or out - side of the state."
.
Radosevich stated, "At the present time California and
Arizona consumers are benefitting immensely at the
expense of New Mexico's natural resources- her coal,
water and air."
"The electricity companies are at the same time
enjoying a "tax shelter" when New Mexico is badly in
need of revenue for vital state services," he said.
The bill taxes the companies at the rate of "one-half
mill on each kilowatt hour of electricity generated ... "
If the bill is passed, the tax levied, will likely be passed
on to the consumer by increasing the consumer's bill.
"My research indicates," stated Radosevich, "that the
cost to the average residential user with a family of seven
would only be an additional 25 cents a month, using New
Mexico's present rates for electricity."
"For a very small cost to New Mexico citizens we can
increase our revenue production enormously," said
Radosevich.

.•
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ( $1 40 I per time r\ln. If 1\d is to
run fh·e or more consecuth·e days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Per word and the minimum nulllber of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. R~!l~
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P,O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment m\lst be made in full prior to inserti!ln of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

WALLET 'rAKEN, 128 Hokona Zla,
Please return !D's. No questions. Vidi
Lei.', 12 :<
TllREE RESPONSIBLE UNM GIRLS
ww1t to rent or take care of 2 or 3
bedroom furnished house or apt, relatively close to campus beginning the
mid or end of Jan. Contact Michel,
Laura, or Paula nt 242-1977 or 242-0718.

FORSALE

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Art Show
An art show of work by students in the UNM art for Kids
and Youth Program will be held
Thursday (Dec. 9) from 7 to 9
p.m. in the. UNM Art Education
building.

Chakaa

1

Art Museum
'l'here will be a Chakaa meeting
The UNM Art Museum galleries Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in room
will be closed December 6·10 250-B of the Union. Plans will be
while new exhibitions are hung. mad!> fm thf. r!hilrlren'~; ClFist.m~ll
The sales area will remain open.
party at All Faith's Home.
--------------------------------------------~

1967-HARLEY 250 SPRINT, collectors
item. 1\fuat oc)), Dnvc 247·2148, 12/8
DECCA-GERRARD STEREO SYS'l'EM,
Two Zenith omnidirectional speakers,
Like new. Call Deanne at 842-4353. 12/7
Christmas Flights
N E W ME X I C 0 NUDE BEAUTY
QUEENS nnd Albuqt~erque's cutest
Anyone interested in group •
chicks are on 1972 Nudist Calen!lnrsreduced rate flights over
12 Big pages, $2. Sunbnther, Box 8514-L
12 1 ~
Albuquerque, 87108. 12/8
Christmas vacations to Dallas,
UNFURNISHED
HOUSE
WANTED,
Atlanta, Miami, or any other
1965 GTO, Turbohydromatic, 389. New
fot· new semester, 1 bdr., Jess than
Pllint, excellent condition, $976, 266-2914.
8100. 277-2!'85. 12/8
point should contact the Office of
304 Washington. 12/8
COME TO THERESES's for homemade
Consumer Affairs, room 248 in
THUl\lPET,
excellent
condition.
$76.00
Ski
soups and stews. 1607 Carlisle SE. 12/8
the Union, or phone 277·5605,
Boots, size 7%. $10.00. 265·2147, 1/~5
WANT TO SUBLET YOUR APT. or
10·12, and 1·5 Monday through
TV-$20, AM/FM radio, $15, 10"x12"
house over X-mas break to clderly, :respenkel.'S, $10 cnch, couch, $10, doublebed.
Friday for information,
spondiblc couple'/ 266·5v00 after 6 p.m.
mnttress and boxspl.'ing, $10, vacuum
12/8
cleaner, $10. 242-5025 before 8 or after 5.
Exit Interviews
R.N. NEEDS FEMALE STUDENT to
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS and
sleep over with 3 girls. Exchange for
Borrowers of NDSL and the
records,
Brothers
Music.
1831
Central
room and board if desired. •344-1826.
2300
New Mexico Student Loan
','
NW. 242-3745, 12/8
12/8
BY OWNER. House, NE, McDuffie Park. Program who will not be returnin.,
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
1 mi. to UNM. 1 block: shopping, bus to UNM next semester are asked
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
3 bdr. & den or 4 bdr. 1%. bnth. 24,000.
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHER265-1896
evenings. 277-4241, Ext, 43 days: by Charles Sheean, director of the
BACK TURTJ,E, 2938 Monte Vista NE
Miss Amsden. 12/8
Student Aids Office, to report to
(behind 'EE.i!l_!ll!le B.:;;ar;;.:):.......::1:=2:..../7:..__ __
1Uii8 DODGE CUSTOM PICKUP - EN· the aids office for an exit
2) LOST & FOUND
GINE, Trnnsmisslon excellent condition
- Back ENCLOSED. Sidewindows - 2 interview before leaving the
FOUND: LADIES GOLD TIMEX wri.;t
SPO'r LIGHTS on hood - P!!tentlal campus.
wateh near Hokona Hall. Call 277-4256.
Hippie Mobile. $500 or best offer, 277·
1218
24!!3. 12/8
Fair
LOST: Pair of spurs about a month ago,
ALMOST NEW, clean, si:~:c 10, Henke ski
Tickets are on sale at the
_P_le_a_se_en_ll_2_77·~.;;75::.;4:.:..
• ...::1.::;21:.,:8:..__ _ __
boots, $20. 266-1653. 12/8
Popejoy Hall box office for the
FOUND: FOUNTAIN PEN. Keller Hall,
SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERA. Easy to use. Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Dec, 1 after program-Plense identify.
$40. 277-5365. 1/21i
Write Bo~ 10094!__Ala~cda, N.M:~~l14.
Company's Dec, 27 • Jan. 2
EXCELLENT CONDITION I II Console
LOST: BROWN SUEDE PURSE w/fringe
Stereo, matching speaker, turntable, performance of "My Fair Lady."
in Zimmerman Library. Reward if conAM/FM rauio. $75.00, 266-3493, 12/8
Evening presentations through
tact lense!l nre there. Plelllle call Linda
-298-9780.
SEEN V ANISH!NG POINT 1 A real live Jan. 1 will be at 8:15. The Jan. 2
Hemi-69 RoadRunner for sale-Best of·
A MOTORCYCLE HELMET in Phy. Dept.
performance is a 2:15 matinee.
fer. 842-9415.;....:.12=.:/..:8~------parking lot. Claim In Rm. 100, Physics
Dept.
1966 CHEVELLE-4-speed, Good condition. $926 .. 265-1474. 12:/_8~---FOUND: A SMALL PUPPY GERMAN
SHEPHERD female with collar. Vicinity
BICYCLE: $12.00. Basket and lock. 243·
of Sycamore and Lead. 266·2732.
3624. 12/7
1969 DODGE CAMPER VAN (large)
3) SERVICES
auto, 6, $1700. 842-9346. 12/7
READING IMPROVEMENT COURSE
FIREWOOD
FOR SALE. UNM Student.
(Adults/Children l $15.00. l~ursto Mem·
247-9170. Student Discount. Free delivcry Trnining Course. $15.00. Make senery. 12/8
sible gi£tq, 344-4849. 1/26
64 VALIANT, good condition. Must scll.
TYPING, 12 years experience, nccurate,
$200.00. Cnll 282-3751!_af~fast. rca.~onnble. IBM Electric. 298-3804.
Repair & :\laintcnancc
1/25
CHRISTMAS GIFTS: Ojo de Pios (God'a
on all foreign cars
Eye). Call Julia at 277-3105, 877-2116.
MACRAME' CHRISTMAS GIFTS-Hand- •
12/7
made purses, belts, earrings, chokers.
Reasonable. 296-8077. 12/7
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE.,. your
organic haberdasher has pants thnt fit
TYPING-40c per page-266·2489. 12/14
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2933
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the 'frinngle
"TER11l PAPER AND THESIS TYPING,
333 Wyoming Blvd. ~E
Bar). 12/7
CALL MARILEE-~98·5307.'' 12/7
1970 VW CAMPER-BUS with pop-top, nir
265-5901
TYI'lNG. REASONABLE RATE: IBM
1'1cc i~stimat':J
cond., AM-FM, new tires, still under
Electric. !1809 Salem NE, 2!16·8349. 12/7
warrnnty. Call Howard, 842-8550 before
TUTORING-nil subjects-all levels. Ex·
5:00. 12/7
p~rienced, eertifled or college teachers.
3-SPEED BIKE, clothes, ironing board,
CERTU'IED TU'rORING SERVICE trash nnd treasures, 298·7110.
2!16·8100. 12/7 - - - - - - - - 1970 HONDA CB·350. 4,600 miles, $600.
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
1 t:"' r
Call Howard 842-8650 before 5 :00. 12/7
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding. You or
----·--~·
Whatever, 242-7668. 12/8
~;~NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do most any4) FOR RENT
thing, $49.95. Cash or Terms. Open 7
dnys a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
QUU~T Ji'EMALE ROOMMATF: wanted to
rJ
San Mateo NE. tfn.
~I
share npnrtment. nenr campus, $4G.
Cnrolyn. 200-2310, 21/8
JUST RECEIVJI:D A SHIPMENT of factory closeouts. Consists of 11i0 watt comNI•.Im A HOUSE I•'OR CHRISTMAS?
ponent seta with AM-FM multiples ra•
Ut>nutlful, l.'ompletely furnished 3 beddlos, deluxe Gnrrard changer, stereo tape
room howle, spaduos llvinl! room. Dec.
deck
and nir suspension speaker system,
20-Jan. 20. S17G. plu~ utllitlro. Cnll 2G5·
has :lacks for extra spenkers, guitar and
5844, lOOG Girard NE. 12/8
hend sets. Complete $166.95. United
WANTJI:D 3 MALE students to share PRY•
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE. Cash
rnenls on 4-bedroom house. S6G.OO ench
DEAL
STUDENT TO STUDJI:NT. SAVE
<"OVers everything. Vicinity: Wyoming &
30-50C:f> on Diamond rings, 344-6349. 1/25
lnclian School. Cnll Frnnk S. Sun. 1-G
~- ----- ~~ ~·
p.m. 2!16-8724 M-P after 5, p.m. 12/8
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8~!1. Bnrrecrnfter poles.
FIRST l'l1 DLlC S!IOWING
UNI~URN. T~UXURY APT.. 2-bcdrooms,
Used 1 seMen. Orlglnnl Cost $285. Sell
2 baths, View, Pets, Chlldr~, $229.00,
for SlliO. See McDonald nt Journalism
261i· 7674. 12/8
206 after 4.
Sub Theater
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apartTUESDAY DEC. 7
All you need to do to ha\>e the LOBO mailed to your home is
30 USED PORTAJJ!.F. TV'S. $311-$60. 441
ment with quiet nnd dcwm·to·cartb rcWyoming
NE.
255·5987.
12/20
mnle. Over 21 only. Rent very reasonsend
$7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University o£ New
6:00/7:30/9:00
nble, Call 842-6144 evenings only.
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
PM
Mexico, Albuquerque. New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
Spenker-Automntic Level Recording,
5} FORSALE
277:4296. 20/12
$1.00 Admission
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
QUITTING DUSINI<~SS I 10c to $5.00 1
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, lenther Sponsored BY 'FILMMAKERS O:F U.N.M.
and Yale.
Hours lO•G. Sue's Jo'ashionu, 1611 Carlisle
gifts. The Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
SE. ll!!R
12/8
DICYCLB, ENGLISH 3-speed-glrls-lock,
6) EMPLOYMENT
bagket, S40. 286-0Gl!l. Good condition.
NEW MEXICO LOBO
I AM A DIVORCED wirehair terrier look·
REPORTERS NEEDED. If you want to
try your hand at news writing, experi·
In!! for homC'3 for four ot my nin!' week
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
eneed or not, drop by the Lobo offici!
old bnbies. Their pnpn was n German
beCore closed week. The Semester II
Shepherd. Call 344-0218. $G.OO. 12/8
staff is being assembled. Tnlk to Casey,
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
ligAD DOWN PARKA, 1\136-38,, New,
John or Mark. Journnllsm Bldg., Yale
SllO,'SGO. 1\Unox H, excellent lens, $65.
and Central, ext. 4202, afternoons.
C'rnit:' R Cnr Deek, 12 tntles, S45. 842·
lU~LI' WANTED: Jo'reshman or sophomore
034l'i. 12,'8
!l:irl to mak<' frames and do decoupage
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
ONI·: USED RJI:MINGTON POHTABLE
work~xperience not needed but would
TYI'EWRITJm. ~~ood I'Onclltion, just
hE' helpful. Cnll 1\fnr;V or Kathy at 277•
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
hel'n rc>pnired, SlO. 26!l·li1i2!l. 12 rg
5743. 1218
Gm.rmN m:Tnmvmt l'UPPU~s. for TWO SY.~CRI~TARIES wnnted to work in
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
thO'l<' who l'njoy the outdoors, AI<C
downtown law offiep four hours every
re11ister('(l with nil shot.'!, A benutiful
we<'kday e\'('ning •. Phone R42-0708 for
dmr. 20!-1-1Hl02. 12 8
ntJpointment. Pay $2.115 per hr. Minimum
typint~ 110 wpm net. Typing test at inter·
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
TWO SNOW TJRWt 'l'uhdes~, Studtlt>d, 4·
view.
Shorthand not required. Applirant
JJly, 1i.fl0x14. Fit Dntc;un. Both for $30.
rnnnot
have
other
Cull-time
job.
Student
llil"'Golcl SI~. Apt. C,_2·i3-01iGH. 12/!!
wivM arreptnhle., hut not studenlq,
CLASSIFICATIONS:
10·1lll<'!'d <Htan<';l! Just arrived! Also: Su''STRAIGII'l'," responsible collev:c student
fll't ehniM nnd lorkfl, ~;eW·Ull tires, Wei•
M
live
in
mnidlhousekceper
for
3
boys
ntnnn brnke set~. fohl·up nnd kicls hiltm.
1. Personals
2. lost & Found
3 Services
4. For Rent
ages 12, 9, 8. Tel. 266-2380 after 5 pm.
Grent ChristmM v.ifts Cor CY('Iistq, The
Bike Shop, 823 Ynle SI<:. 842·9100, 12/8
5. For Sale
6. Employment
7. Miscellaneous
7> MISCELLANEOUS
1971 CORVI~TTE, 350 eu. in. convertible,
4 stwro, p.s.. p,b., AM-1''1\1 Rndio, Posi·
WANTED - ONE USI<JD POTTER'S
trnetlon, $3!HJ6, see 1001 Louisiana, No.
WHI~Jo;L. Will mnke small repairs l£
INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __
24. 12/8
necessary. Cnll 268-6628. 12/8

"Visit our fire department.
braziec

Central SE

"My

Lady"

'Joreign Car Specialists

•

I

•

•

.......

Having Trouble Writing Hon1e?
llave the Lobo Do It For You!
One Tear -- $7.00 ·

~-

(@uttrters
K.osher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs
ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PageS

__
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

